Virtual Control Center
Virtual Control Center (VCC) is a data analytic engine designed to help
traffic engineers focus their time and attention on important things like
traffic conditions, traffic patterns, and incident management.
The VCC, combined with RTMS, provides vehicle counts and other traffic
data to help understand the roadway conditions. The VCC has an interactive
map of its sensor network while displaying real-time data coming directly
from the sensors in the field. The system has a simple reporting function
that allows for creating customized traffic data reports.
The VCC is helping traffic engineers worldwide be more efficient with their
time by focusing on what needs attention by providing an intuitive platform
that gives a clear, precise picture of their transportation infrastructure.

Visualize data on a
customized dashboard

A single tool to combine
multiple technologies

Flexible deployment in
the cloud or on-premise

Management of all
assets deployed

Virtual Control Center
Collect data from multiple sources



RTMS
DeepBlue




Weather data
Snapshots from CCTV cameras

System


Hosting
On-premise
 Cloud
Hardware requirements for On-Premise
 Virtual Machine with minimum capabilities
 2 or 4 Cores
 4GC memory
 200GB SSD
Higher processing requirements may be required
depending on project


Specifications






Monitor asset health
Automatic email alarms for system health

Reporting


Ad-hoc visualizations of Volume, Occupancy, Headway,
Speed, and Classification data
 Selectable intervals: 1 min, 3 min, 5 min, 6 min, 15 min,
30 min, 60 min, 24h
 Visualize data by movement direction or zone
 Selectable time period current, historical time period,
or typical week
 Download data in CSV at the click of a button



Schedule reports to be emailed on regular interval
Selectable lanes
 Traffic data
 Data interval
 Reporting cadence
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